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When the Iowa Board of Regents in 2019 awarded a consortium of private companies a 50-year contract to
run the University of Iowa’s utilities in exchange for an up-front, $1.2 billion payment that boosted the
school’s endowment, Gov. Kim Reynolds hailed it as “innovative thinking.”

But the deal, requiring the university to pay the University of Iowa Energy Collaborative $35 million
annually for the first five years and more in subsequent years, apparently has since soured. The companies
that formed the collaborative to operate the university’s power plant are alleging in a newly filed lawsuit that
the university has breached the contract and owes it millions in unpaid fees and for repairs to the plant.

The federal lawsuit says the university, in addition to refusing to make payments, rescinded approvals for
repairs to the utility system that it had made commitments for and has failed to file claims for casualty
insurance coverage in connection with damage.

In a statement, university spokesperson Steve Schmadeke said UI is “is disappointed that our utilities partner
has a different interpretation of the contract and felt the need to file a lawsuit against the university. We are
eager for the court to provide us with a clear definition of the contract for both parties to adhere to.
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“We will continue to work with our ... partners to ensure that the utility needs of our campus will be met
today and for the next 47 years.”

The fees the lawsuit says the university refused to pay include $1.5 million compensation packages for the
company’s CEO and CFO, the company’s administrative costs and corporate overhead; and the cost to the
company of maintaining its investment-grade credit rating.

Company accuses university of failing to cover rising cost of turbine repairs

The company is a collaborative between Meridiam Infrastructure North America Corp. of New York, ENGIE
North America Inc. of Texas, Hannon Armstrong Sustainable Infrastructure Capital, Inc. of Maryland and
other unspecified individuals who own 2% of the company and do not reside in Iowa, according to the
lawsuit.

Among the more costly line items the UIEC is suing over is $2.5 million for overhauling a utility system
turbine, which the company says the university committed to under the agreement. The lawsuit alleges the
turbine was in bad repair as a result of the university’s “inadequate maintenance.”

It says that around November 2020, before the overhaul work had started, the turbine suffered an “overspeed
event” that left it damaged and significantly increased the cost of the overhaul. To date, it says, the University
has not approved any change orders for project, even though the company has worked to rectify all problems
with the turbine.

The company denies responsibility for the turbine damage and other “casualty events” such as necessary roof
repairs to the power plant, but says in the suit that has had to bear those costs. It says the university under the
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agreement, could have either approved repairs as a capital improvement cost or sought insurance
compensation for the repairs, but has done neither.

In addition, the suit seeks court relief from litigation the university is threatening because of two power
outages in 2021. It says the outages were planned and were discussed with the university months ahead of
time. The university sought $5 million in compensation, it says.

State auditor involved in previous controversy over utilities deal

Overall, the company is seeking an unspecified amount of compensatory damages for the alleged breach of
contract and says the amount will be “proven at trial.” The lawsuit also asks the court to declare that the
university must follow its contractual obligations in the future.

“UIEC was enthused to partner with the University, and remains fully committed to helping the University
meet its sustainability goals and bring its utility system into the 21st Century,” the lawsuit says.

The suit is not the first controversy regarding the deal. In 2021, state Auditor Rob Sand won an Iowa
Supreme Court ruling requiring the university to turn over details of the deal. Sand had demanded the
information before the deal was signed, saying taxpayers had “a right to know state government is doing with
their money.”

George Shillcock is the Press-Citizen’s local government and development reporter covering Iowa City and
Johnson County. He can be reached at (319) 2145039, GShillcock@press-citizen.com and on Twitter
@ShillcockGeorge

January 27, 2014 file photo shows strong winds pushing steam to the southwest from the UI Power
Plant. BENJAMIN ROBERTS/IOWA CITY PRESS-CITIZEN
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